01/ Stevie’s Cat
02/ Questionnaire
03/ Sod Off
0 4 / Hippopo t amu s Tee t h
0 5 / I’m No t Ta lk ing t o You Tod ay
06/ Linda or Yoko?
07/ Sol ve T his Mr Magoo
08/ So Grateful
09/ The Eye of Cockatrice
10/ Litany of Bananas
11/ Br uno
12 / He’s Coming for You
13/ Finding Bruno
14/ I’m a Good Of ficer
15/ What We Want to See
16/ Night Wandering
17/ Go t o Your Husband
18/ Kid a Kidder
19/ And You Say
20/ I Love to Love*
* Written by Jack Robinson / James Bolden | Per formed by Tina Charles

Note From The Composer:
I have never been so exhausted as when I finished the
music for River. I have been trying to work out why
it was such a challenging story to score.
On the face of it, River is a cop show but on closer
inspection, the crime aspects to the story are
completely subsidiary to the main thrust of the
drama.
Abi Morgan’s script focuses on the emotional
repercussions of River’s condition: the conflicts
between the world as experienced by River and by
those around him. These conflicts create humour,
sadness and spirituality but also confusion and
embarrassment. River’s attempts to deal with this,
to function ‘normally’, is what excited me about the
show in the first place.

I recall one of my first meetings when we were
discussing a very brief scene in episode one. It was
explained to me that the music needed to help the
audience feel the shock of a revelation, whilst at
the same time comment on the sadness of River’s
condition - but without being too sad or downbeat as
the music also had to reflect the mundanity of this
experience from River’s perspective. I knew I was in
for a tough ride from that point!
The care and attention to detail which the writer,
producers and directors lavished on this show was
both inspiring and intimidating. I knew I had to give
it my all, which I did, and I am hugely proud to have
been a part of it.
Harry Escott

So, whilst needing to satisfy our desire for the
expected (the stuff of police procedural dramas) the
music really needed to engage with what is going on
inside River’s head.
It is an intensely subjective soundtrack, personal to
River, refracted through his experience of the world.
But River’s world is a tricky one to communicate as,
although it needs to feel different and heightened
from the world which those around him experience, it
can’t feel dreamy or too obviously “mad”.

Note From The Producer:
I had worked with Harry on a television series a few
years ago and had been impressed by his ability to
pull together an unusual and interesting palette of
instruments and sounds that had really augmented
the tone and emotional spirit of the narrative. All
soundtracks should work with, and enhance, the
storytelling but the really great ones, the ones you
remember, do more than that; they open up new
ways of experiencing the story that simply weren’t
there before - generating a richer, more harmonically
textured experience.
As the delicate and fragile tone of River began to take
shape I felt that Harry would be worth introducing
to Abi Morgan, the director Richard Laxton and the
other producers Manda Levin and Jane Featherstone
and was delighted that they responded in the same
way I did to Harry’s work and felt as I did that he was
a composer who might have a chance of getting into
the delicate and elusive headspace of John River.
Quite how he did, or the processes he used to do so,
I have no idea. I know it was extremely hard for him
because he’s told me it was. That sounded right to
me - everyone creatively involved in River had found
it hard so frankly, if it had been straightforward or
easy, I’d have been worried. I know he talked to the
directors a lot and worked closely with them to try
and understand why they’d picked the temp score

they had and what emotional beats they were trying
to capture and elicit in any given moment but by and
large he just took himself off, with the locked cut
into his studio and worked... and later, much later...
usually just before the final mix, he’d humbly deliver
a bunch of cues that took our collective breaths away.
We all love Harry’s score and appreciate how much it
contributes to the series. Hearing it in isolation, away
from the pictures it was designed to compliment, on
this soundtrack, alongside one of the key commercial
songs we used in the series, Tina Charles “I Love to
Love” which Abi specifically asked us to use in the
show, is an opportunity to appreciate the musical
mastery he brings to even the smallest of cues.
It’s too easy just to overlook that stuff when you
see it set to picture as you’re concentrating on the
overall effect - which is right of course, that is the
score’s primary function. However listening to it on
this soundtrack serves as a reminder of quite how
involved, sophisticated and accomplished Harry’s
music is.
Chris Carey
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